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Cover: Hat by Stefania Belfiore

2019 HATalk Competition
EQUILIBRIUM
Meet the Winners

The theme of the 2019 HATalk Competition was of London Hat Week - World Garden - which will be held
'Equilibrium' and the challenge was to create an at London's Menier Gallery from 3-12 April, 2019.
original hat or headpiece based on this concept.
After careful deliberation, our expert judges Becky
Open to anyone, anywhere in the world, the contest was Weaver, Denise Innes-Spencer and Lina Stein, chose the
completely free to enter. A fantastic selection of prizes, First, Second, Third and Fourth Place winners. The Public
valuing approximately $4,500 USD, was at stake, as well Prize winner was decided by an online vote. Read on to
as the honour of being included in the Official Exhibition learn more about the five talented winners...
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First Place:

Hat Name: Equilart

Maker: Stefania Belfiore

Inspiration:
Inspired by the perfect craftsmanship Piet Mondrain
represented on canvas, I created a mosaic on felt,
harmonizing straight lines and curves, personalizing it
with the colour trends of 2019 fashion.

Nationality: Italian
Prize: Enrolment on a 1-Week Residential Millinery
Workshop at Chateau Dumas.
Business Name: Stybel Modista

Judges' Comments:
Incredibly well made with immaculate corner joints.
websites: www.millinerstybel.com /
The underside is as good as the topside. Technically,
www.accessorimodastybel.it
this is a very difficult design to create - it is hard to
keep felt lines so straight. The beauty in the design is
@stybelcreazioni
reminiscent of an Adele List piece - simple with a very
nice finish, clean and balanced. Taking inspiration
@accessori_moda_stybel
from Piet Mondrain was a creative way to interpret the
equilibrium theme.
VIEW FULL ENTRY
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Stefania says...
I grew up in a family of artisans, breathing the air of creativity from
an early age. Over the years, I have cultivated an aptitude for the
sartorial and creative arts.
A lover of beauty, elegance and women's styles of the past, I taught
myself how to make artistic hats and bridal accessories to fulfil my
passion. When I realised that I had a natural talent for this craft, I
enriched my skills by studying under both Italian and foreign
millinery masters. Eventually, I felt ready to create the Stybel brand.
I now create exclusive couture hats from my atelier in Pescara, Italy.
Winning this contest has gratified me immensely, justifying all the
love and commitment that I have dedicated to this work, but the
greatest satisfaction was reading the review of the judges who
perceived what I wanted to convey. It is an important recognition
personally and also for Italian-made designs."
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Second Place:

Hat Name: Belinda

Maker: Laura Del Villaggio

Inspiration:
The inspiration for my competition entry was an
ouroboros, a snake eating its own tail, which symbolizes
the duality of existence and the eternal balance of
universal forces.

Nationality: American

Judges' Comments:
Superb design and finish. Incredible feather mounting
and detail work went into making this headpiece. It
is beautifully made with difficult fabrics, including
sparterie, and offers an interesting twist on a vintage
style.

Prize: £250 (GBP) Guy Morse-Brown Hat Blocks
voucher, £250 (GBP) Parkin Fabrics voucher and
a selection of handmade fabric flowers from M&S
Schmalberg.
Business Name: Milli Starr
website: www.millistarr.com
@millistarr.millinery
@millistarr
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Laura says...
My love for hats began with a love for vintage clothing and
accessories. It's been a decades-long affair, but I am still very
passionate about both.
In pursuit of a career as a fashion curator, I moved to New York City
to attend graduate school in the late 1990s. I earned a Certificate
in Millinery from the Fashion Institute of Technology while
concurrently studying for a Master's Degree in Museum Studies:
Costume & Textiles. FIT's prestigious programme offered 2 years of
hands-on training that formed a solid base for my millinery career.
In addition, I have an extensive background in fashion and textiles,
from apparel design to textile chemistry and conservation. I have
worked as a vintage clothing store manager, fibre arts instructor,
collections research associate, theatre costume designer and
milliner.
My business, Milli Starr, was established in Austin, Texas in 2004.
Milli Starr has been my full-time job since 2012 and I am known for
exquisite couture craftsmanship and vintage-inspired elegance. 21
years after making my first hat at FIT, I am still learning and pushing
myself as a milliner and as an artist. This year, I find myself doing less
custom work, teaching more often, and making time for fashion
research and writing. I want to submit a book proposal this summer
and I've decided my dream gig would be an 'Exhibition Headwear
Designer,' as it's the ideal marriage of my millinery and museum
training. It's all millinery but, after more than two decades, it's good
to keep it fun and seek out new inspirations and challenges.
I am thrilled to place second and I would like to extend my
gratitude to HATalk for organizing the competition, to the judges
for taking the time to look at all of the entries, and to the sponsors
for donating some fabulous prizes! It took awhile to find my
spark of inspiration for the theme, but once I had the ouroboros
concept, I knew exactly how I wanted to execute the design. It was
the perfect opportunity to work with my vintage ring block and
hundreds of beautiful feathers.
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Third Place:

Hat Name: On the Edge

Maker: Deborah Marrison-Wood

Inspiration:
I wanted to make a headpiece that demonstrated
perfect balance through predicament; how two
opposing forces on the edge of the precipice come
together to form a stronger, bolder force to be reckoned
with.

Nationality: British

Judges' Comments:
Very well made and an interesting use of an on-trend
shape within the theme. Superb blocking work and a
very good finish. The seams are all fully exposed and
are extremely neat.
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Prize: £150 (GBP) voucher for The Trimming
Company, a selection of quality hat making materials
from Torb & Reiner and a £25 How2hats voucher.
Business Name: Marrison Millinery
@MarrisonMillinery
@marrison_millinery

VIEW FULL ENTRY
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the beginning of Marrison Millinery in Wiltshire 5 years
ago. I love being able to create headpieces for my clients
Sewing and being creative has always been a part of and add that perfect finishing touch to their outfits.
my life. A few years ago I saw a 1-day fascinator course
advertised. Well, that was when my love for millinery Never in my wildest dreams did I expect to be placed by
started. Since then, I have had the pleasure of training the judges. It was so overwhelming to see my creation in
with Rose Cory, Jane Corbett and Edwina Ibbotson, who third place, it is still not sinking in!!
were all amazing and so inspiring. A couple of clients
encouraged me to open up my workshop and that was What a great way to start 2019!
Deborah says...
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Fourth Place:

Hat Name: Ying Yang

Maker: Amanda Smith

Inspiration:
The dragon and tiger are Chinese symbols of yin
(female) and yang (male), when the power of these
energies are balanced it creates harmony.

Nationality: Australian

Judges' Comments:
Amazing and effective embroidery work which
adds movement and contrast to a classic hat shape.
Thoughtful interpretation of the theme.

Prize: $200 (AUD) Lily M Millinery Supplies voucher
and a selection of hat making materials from Atelier
Millinery.
Business Name: Amanda Lyn
website: www.amandalyn.com.au
@amandalynmilliner
@amandalynmilliner
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goodness for the internet), but it also forces you to
be inventive. Isolation is not always a bad thing for
For the past 17 years I have lived in a really remote creativity. I also live in an amazing desert landscape
location, a mining town called Port Hedland in and have a wonderful, supportive community, so I feel
far north Western Australia. It's a really hot, dusty, very lucky to pursue my millinery passion here.
industrial-dominated environment without too many
opportunities to get dressed up. However, we have a How do I feel about being a HATalk Winner this year?
vibrant racing season through the winter, when temps Namely….THRILLED!!!!! With so many amazing entries,
are a balmy 30 degrees Celcius (rather than the 45 I'm humbled and excited! An unexpected bonus of my
degrees we swelter through in summer!). The local hat making journey has been the amazing friends I
ladies take advantage of this to wear something a bit have made all around Australia and the world. I woke
more fashionable!
up the day of the announcement and had so many
lovely messages from my millinery friends. It was just
I have always worn hats and collected them from beautiful and it made me feel really blessed to be in
an early age. About 10 years ago, with a flair for the such a supportive community.
creative but no experience, I started making my own
headpieces for these racing events. Interested in
developing my hat making skills further after a few
compliments trackside, I discovered Louise Macdonald
was offering millinery summer schools in Melbourne. I
signed up, booked my flights and, from my first class, I
was hooked!
Amanda says...

From then, I regularly travelled to Melbourne to take
as many classes as I could. I started a small label called
'Gloria Pearl' and would make up to 50 hats a season for
the local ladies. This was a great training ground for me
to make hats and learn about 'the business' of selling
hats. Over the past few years, I have rebranded as
'Amanda Lyn' and have been working hard on having
a signature style and a more professional brand. A
highlight last year was having my application to enter
the Melbourne Kennedy Oaks Day Millinery Award
accepted. Participating in that alongside milliners I
have respected and admired for years was very exciting.
I find being a remote milliner has its challenges (thank
10
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Public Prize:

Hat Name: The animal from within

Maker: Anna Utko

Inspiration:
The first thing that came to my mind when I thought
about the word 'equilibrium' was inner balance and
then I imagined myself in a moment when all emotions,
that are always under control, explode, tearing my head
apart...

Nationality: Polish

Judges' Comments:
As well as winning the Public Prize with 2,067 online
votes, this hat also received a Special Mention from the
judges. We were impressed by the unusual blocking and
dramatic feather work required to make this theatrical
headpiece.

website: www.annautko.com
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Prize: 300€ Plooij Hats and Materials voucher and a
1-year HATalk Subscription.
Business Name: Anna Utko Projekt

@annautkoprojekt
@annakapeluszniczka

VIEW FULL ENTRY
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Anna says...
If anyone were to ask me who I am, it would be a bit difficult to
answer in one, simple sentence. For sure I do perceive myself as
a hat and fashion designer but, at the same time, I'm an architect
and engineer with a Technical University Diploma. Creating and
inventing new spaces and dimensions on a human body is a
true joy of mine. Each dress or hat is like an invention: it requires
research in materials, detailed and custom created patterns, as
well as numerous experiments to achieve sometimes unexpected
results. I should add a word or two about my interest in art, such
as painting, and sculpture and... here I am, Anna Utko in person!
My early inspiration was an old album, where photographs of
my grandmother were kept. A mysterious and magical world of
people in breathtaking dresses and hats were enchanted into
sepia-coloured images. It was my beloved 'book of dreams' of early
childhood days. Years later, when a decision on my educational
path had to be taken, I chose to study architecture, but fashion still
played a very important role in my life. After graduating, I realized
that architecture was not the area in which I could express myself
in the way I wanted - I had gained technical knowledge and skills
but following my dreams was a true desire of mine. This wasn't
easy at the very beginning. Since then, I have dedicated myself
to fashion design and, for the last two years, have also studied
millinery. My tutor in this area was Monika Ciesiełkiwicz, who
has collaborated with Philip Treacy. At the beginning of 2019, I
opened my own workshop and the HATalk Competition was the
best way to start this new chapter in my life.
For me, it's amazing how dreams become reality. When I met Philip
Treacy in January, I joked that we would meet at the biggest hat
shows soon. Now I see that it's simply becoming reality thanks to
the HATalk Competition.
To see all 146 international entries to the 2019 HATalk
Competition, visit www.hatalk.com.
12
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Racing Fashion
Cheltenham's Best Dressed

The Cheltenham Festival marks the start of the
British Racing Season and royalty, celebrities, racing
enthusiasts and fashion lovers look forward to the 4-day
race meeting each March.
Traditionally held on the Wednesday, Ladies Day had
record breaking attendance this year, drawing a crowd
of almost 60,000. A definitive highlight of the day was
the #ColourMeMarch Competition. Hosted by Magners
Cider, the annual fashion contest offered big prizes to the
most stylish and colourful race goers.
Out of more than 400 entrants, the judges named Rachel
Oates, of Hatonista Millinery, as the winner. Rachel, who
is based in the southern English town of Andover, entered
wearing one of her own handmade millinery creations
(right). She was thrilled to win the prestigious title and a
brand new Mini One!
We asked Rachel to tell us more about her exciting
experience at the 2019 Cheltenham Festival...
14
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How did it feel to win this award?
As Cheltenham is the premier
jump racing event in the UK and
a major 4-day event, winning the
'Best Dressed' Prize was a bit of
a daydream for me. To me, as a
milliner and a regular participant in
Ladies Day competitions, it's one of
the most coveted titles in the UK.

to give the pop of colour that the
judges look for #ColourMeMarch.
Fortunately for me, they loved it
and I was selected as the winner!

the next 2 years and a membership
to Cheltenham Racecourse for next
year's Festival. I am just thrilled to
bits!

As the winner, I got to spin the
prize wheel first. It was a nail biting
moment. The wheel came to a stop
and it was on a knife edge between Pictured Above
two prizes. In the end, it stopped Left: An ecstatic Rachel poses with second
place winner Charlotte Hamilton (in red)
I made a blue and white felt right at the edge of the car prize.
and Ana Pribylova from Ana Bella Millinery
halo crown with a large flower
(in pink).
embellishment and curled quills. I I was absolutely over the moon to
teamed this with matching blue and be the winner, but then to spin and Right: Rachel Oates sits in her brand new
white shoes and bag. For my dress, win the car was just amazing!!!! I Mini One with competition sponsor Philip
I went with bright sunshine yellow also get shares in 3 racehorses for Lewis of WO Lewis Badges Ltd.
15
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Have you won other competitions?
Before Cheltenham, I'd won Best
Dressed at Kempton Park, a client of
mine won Best Dressed at Pontefract
(and got a holiday to the Bahamas),
I'd been runner up at Bath, Sandown
and Epsom, I was in the finals at
Newmarket and York and in the top
10 for Best Hat at the Dubai World
Cup.

I am hoping that one day I'll be able and was very fortunate to get to
to swap from being an accountant to study with the great Rose Cory. It
was fabulous to learn traditional
being a full-time milliner.
millinery techniques from a master
Where did you learn to make hats? such as herself. I do like to try new
I started making hats about 6 years and different designs and I also love
ago; only for myself and friends to experimenting with new materials
start with. I have always loved horses or using traditional materials in a
and going to the races but I hated different way.
the struggle of finding a hat in the
style and colour that I wanted. I'd
My hats have also been featured previously made my own dresses so The above images of Rachel's awardwinning Cheltenham hat were taken
in a variety of newspapers and thought I'd give millinery a go.
by Sue Morris Photography. You can
publications during Royal Ascot over
see more hats by Rachel Oates at www.
the last few years. From all of this, I've As I like to do things properly, I hatonistamillinery.com or by following
slowly been building up a client base. decided to undertake some training @hatonista on Facebook or Instagram.
16
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first class
hats and
materials

We have it all, ready made hats or an extensive range of milinery supplies of first class
materials, it’s all there! We provide tailor-made solutions for our clients. Our passion for hats
provides you with the possibility to create the hats you have always dreamed about.
THE NETHERLANDS

/

+ 31 (0) 577 400 730

Hand-crafted Wooden Hat Blocks
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Glamour Project is a nonprofit organisation supporting
women, girls and families living in homeless shelters on the
east and west coasts of the United States. We interviewed
Marilyn Feldman, a volunteer milliner with Glamour Project,
who made this hat for her work with the charity.
Founded by Kara Fox and Evvy Shapero, Glamour Project's
mission is to improve the lives of disadvantaged women
through kindness, compassion, and photography. On their
'Glamour Day Events,' volunteers visit shelters to offer make
overs, fashion styling and photography sittings to residents.
The women who participate are given a professional glamour
shot to keep, a reminder that they are acknowledged and
cared for despite their current circumstances.
What inspired the shape and style of this hat?
I am inspired by Denise Dreher's book, From the Neck Up - An
Illustrated Guide to Hatmaking. This is the book that I studied
when I was a millinery student at the School of Fashion
Design in Boston in 1987. Although this book has a plethora of
information, the title of the book is essentially what we do for
events at Glamour Project. Mostly all of our 'before and after'
photos show the women from the neck up only. The shape, size
and style of this hat are intended to fit a myriad of heads. We
never know ahead of time who our participants for the day will
be, so I design in order to add colour, height, width, etc. to any
head size or face shape.
Did you make this hat with a specific woman in mind?
Although our volunteer dressers and accessorizers do try to
make good matches for the women, most of the time we put
all of the hats for that day's photo shoot out on a table and let
them pick their favourite. We want them to have fun, feel selfconfident and let their own inner sense of style, and their vision
of how they see themselves, shine through. Instinctively, they
know what is going to look best on them. It is a joy to watch this
process unfold organically.
18
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Hat of the Month
by Marilyn Feldman

As you can see from the photos, this particular hat is the In this case, I took a round sinamay hat, unravelled it and
perfect choice for more than one woman. They love it made it into a cone shape. I took 'gems,' a red flower and
because it is fun, unusual and colourful.
gold trim from three other hats and embellished the
'new' one. I enjoy this process as it is imaginative, free
What materials were used?
flowing and cost effective.
Since Glamour Project is a non-profit charity, we operate
on a very meagre budget. Almost every hat is used for This hat has had about four life cycles. Like a cat with nine
a period of time and then, rather than being retired, I lives, I am curious to see how far I can go with the materials
'recycle' it by creating a new hat from the original one. at my disposal. We often revisit the same shelter more
than once. Since we know that the women look forward
to us coming, we always try to have new 'inventory' of
hats, accessories, shawls and jewellery for them. Many
women remain at the shelter for long periods of time. It
is very important to us that we make sure that they are
excited about our coming and look forward to the day
of pampering. We also love to explore different sides of
their personalities and style images, so that their latest
photo is different, but just as beautiful, as the one before.
Why do you volunteer with Glamour Project?
My main goal and purpose is to preserve the knowledge
of how to make professional quality, handmade hats,
use my sensibility of hat making, add to it a sense of
allure, mystery and curiosity, and make something that
is accessible to everyone. The end result is to make
something wonderful for the ladies as well as to maintain
my 30+ year passion for designing, making and wearing
hats.
I let my imagination guide me. It is an organic process
of free hand and free style, coming from knowing how
much I want the women to enjoy the hats that they wear
for their photo shoots. I get to choose the shape, the
fabric, and the trim while, at the same time, combining
colours and textures to complement our Glamour Project
inventory and wardrobe of shawls, scarves and jewellery
in order to suit everyone's appearance and personality.
19
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Not only are the women happy and personal best to dress each woman
beautiful, I get an inner reward and in the most beautiful hat, shawl and
jewellery to help make them feel
feeling that accompanies my work.
proud and special.
Is this initiative well received by
Do you sell hats privately as well?
shelter residents?
Because we are so sincere in our I make hats for profit under the name
efforts to work with them and treat of Diamond Millinery.
them with respect and dignity, we
earn their trust. When they get their What can other milliners do to help
official 8x10 photo, we get tons of with Glamour Project?
feedback from the shelter directors Others can support the work
about how happy the women are. of Glamour Project by sending
That photo remains their memento donations. We could use millinery
of the special day and a reminder findings for making hats or even
that they are beautiful, no matter hats that we could add to our ever
changing and expanding inventory.
what their current circumstance.
This is an opportunity for milliners
Kara, our photographer, is a genius who are interested in community
when it comes to bringing out their outreach and human services in
personalities, Evvy is brilliant with addition to their work as runway and
her make up choices and I do my retail milliners and artists. All credit
20
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will be given to the designer and
noted on our Gratitude page.
Also, if there are any milliners in the
Los Angeles, San Diego or Boston
areas who would like to join us during
a Glamour Day event, or know of a
shelter that we could visit, please get
in touch.
Lastly, Glamour Project is happy to
accept any financial donations to
help us continue this very important
work.
To learn more about Glamour
Project, go to www.glamourproject.
org or like @theglamourproject
on Facebook. You can also contact
Marilyn Feldman directly by email marilyndf@gmail.com.

21
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How to Make a Hat Shaped Hatpin
22
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In this month's HATalk tutorial, costume expert Lynn McMasters from Out of a Portrait explains how to recreate a
vintage Edwardian hat shaped rhinestone hatpin...

This wonderful Edwardian hatpin belonged to my husband’s Grandmother. She was born in 1901. At first I did
not notice that it was made in the shape of a hat. Once I did, making a hat shaped hatpin to go with some of the
Edwardian hats that I have been creating became a priority. Starting from scratch was necessary, because finding a
vintage 11” hat pin to alter was not likely.
23
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What You Will Need:

24

•

12” piece of 1.2 - 1.5mm spring steel OR brass rod - These are
available from online hardware stores and craft suppliers.

•

Wooden pieces to make a hat shaped base - You can use a vintage
wooden button form, with the fabric removed, for the brim. These
can be bought new from porcelain doll suppliers. For the crown,
use the top half of a large wooden bead. Beads similar to the one
pictured here can be found on Etsy. You will also need a tiny piece of
thin wooden dowelling to fill the hole in the bead. Alternatively, you
could sculpt a hat shape from a bakeable polymer clay like Sculpey.

•

Drill

•

Fine-tipped marker

•

Small wood saw

•

Cone bead

•

Rondelle

•

Alligator clip

•

1.5” stamped brass medallion

•

Stick pin bottom clutch rubber stopper - Available from jewellery
making stores.

•

1 yard of 2mm rhinestone trim, silver tone

•

5” of 4mm rhinestone trim, gold tone

•

Craft scissors

•

Wirecutter

•

3 pieces of wet or dry sandpaper: 150-grit,180-grit and 400-grit

•

E6000 Craft Adhesive

•

Beacon’s Fabri-Tac Glue

www.hatalk.com

1) To prepare the hatpin, cut
about 1” off one end at an angle.

2) Scuff up about 1” of the head
end with the 150-grit sandpaper.

25
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3) Next, place the opposite
end of the rod onto the same
sandpaper, holding it at a steep
angle, and move it back and
forth to sharpen it into a point.
Keep sanding in line with the rod,
rotating it every so often. When
you test the point, it should be
quite sharp. If not, continue to
sharpen. Once you're happy with
the sharpness of the point, repeat
the same process using 180-grit
sandpaper to smooth the surface.

4) Use the 400-grit sandpaper to
smooth out all of the lines created
by the other sandpapers. You can
also polish the entire rod. Do not
smooth out the scuff marks on the
head end, however.
Safety Note: Make sure to wipe
up and toss out the metal filings
made while sharpening the rod.

26
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5) If you are using a vintage
wooden button for your hat brim,
remove the fabric now. If you
are sculpting your hat shape out
of a bakeable polymer clay like
Sculpey, make sure to add a hole
for the rod at the bottom of the
brim before baking it.

6) To make the wooden crown,
mark, and then cut, the bead in
half.

27
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7) Glue the wooden crown and
brim pieces together and add a
small piece of dowelling to fill the
hole.

8) Drill a 'rod-size' hole in the
bottom of the wooden hat.

28
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9) Using Fabri-Tac, glue one row
of gold rhinestones to the base of
the crown. This will look like a hat
band.

10) Continuing with the FabriTac, add a row of the 2mm silver
rhinestones.

29
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11) Keep on adding rows in this way until the entire crown is covered.

30
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12) Glue the brass medallion onto
the bottom of the hat, matching
up the centre holes.

13) Starting from the brass
medallion, add 4 more rows of
rhinestones to cover the brim.

31
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14) When attaching a large
pin head to a thin wire rod, it is
important for the glue to have
something to hold onto. By using
something like a cone bead,
you can fill the inside with glue
to make it extra secure. Using a
rondelle to fill up some of the area
inside the cone bead will add even
more stability to the final pin.

15) Glue the rondelle inside the
cone bead using E-6000 adhesive.

32
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16) Next, glue the cone bead
onto the centre of the medallion
hat base.

17) Use an alligator clip to keep
the rod in place while the glue
dries. This will take about 24
hours.

33
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18) Once the glue is completely
dry, place a rubber stopper on
the sharp end to shield the point
when the hatpin is not in use.

19) Your Edwardian style hat
shaped hatpin is now finished.
When you push it into a hat,
always hold a long hatpin like
this close to the point. If you push
from the head end, the rod will
bend.

34
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Now that you have mastered this technique,
you can make other unique hatpins. Wooden
beads, vintage buttons and metal button
forms are just a few of the interesting
objects that can be used as pin heads.

To find out more about Lynn
McMasters, click HERE.

35
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Letters to the
Editor...

Question:

Although I've never had the chance to go
to the races myself, I love seeing racing
fashion on social media. What are the
main racing events that I should follow
from a millinery point of view?

Send us your questions and comments! Do
you have a problem needing a solution? Or
information that you’d like to share?
Email us! mail@hatalk.com

Answer:

The partnership between hats and horse racing is a long
established one. To get you going, here are the dates of
some of the biggest and best 2019 race meetings for
hat spotting...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

30 March: Dubai World Cup
22 April: Irish Grand National
3-4 May: Kentucky Oaks & Derby
8 June: Queen's Plate
18-22 June: Royal Ascot
30 July-3 August: Goodwood Festival
2-9 November: Melbourne Cup Carnival

Of course, this hardly scratches the surface. There are
countless other high profile and smaller local race
meetings where you can find amazing millinery at
race courses around the world. This is especially true
in places, such as Australia and Ireland, where regional
'Fashions on the Field' competitions are popular.
Check out the HATalk Calendar for more race dates
and feel free to tell us about any fashionable racing
events near you that we may have missed.
36
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The Back Page
Wear a Hat Day: 29 March 2019

“I hope it gives pleasure and please remember that, by
wearing it, you are an ambassador for Brain Tumour
Wear a Hat Day is an annual fundraiser held by UK charity Research. Be proud to be part of the fight to fund
Brain Tumour Research each year. Brain tumours kill increased research and get us closer to a cure for this
more children and adults under the age of 40 than any devastating disease.”
other cancer. Since the first Wear A Hat Day in 2010,
the event has raised over £1 million - money that is
helping fund four Research Centres of Excellence, raise
awareness of this devastating disease and influence the
UK Government and larger cancer charities to invest in
more research for brain tumours.
One way to support this worthy cause is by purchasing
one of the 2019 Limited Edition Signature Wear a Hat
Day brooches. Each year, a new brooch is exclusively
designed for Brain Tumour Research in collaboration
with a celebrated hat designer. Past brooches have
been designed by Piers Atkinson, Stephen Jones, Noel
Stewart, Lock & Co, Vivien Sheriff, Rachel Trevor-Morgan
and Philip Treacy. Each brooch is limited to a run of 500
and comes with a Certificate of Authenticity.
With a striking feathered silhouette, the 2019 Wear A
Hat Day brooch is based on one of Edwina Ibbotson's
beautifully-crafted designs. Edwina has been designing
and creating beautiful bespoke headpieces for around
30 years. For her, the most important part of a hat is the
silhouette. She loves feminine lines and hats that are
beautiful from all angles.
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Brain Tumour Research is proud of their millinery
partnerships and offer these unique brooches for just
£10 (plus any donation you'd like to make on top). To
get your piece of millinery memorabilia, phone Brain
Tumour Research on +44 (0)1908 867200 or send an
email to wearahatday@braintumourresearch.org. The
brooches can also be purchased online from the BTR
ebay store.
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